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Abstract—Cultural competence - i.e., the capability to adapt
verbal and non-verbal interaction to the user’s cultural background - may be a key element for social robots to increase the
user experience. However, designing and implementing culturally
competent social robots is a complex task, given that advanced
conversational skills are required. In this context, Cloud services
may be useful for helping robots in generating appropriate
interaction patterns in a culture-aware manner. In this work, we
present the design and the implementation of the CARESSES
Cloud, a set of robotic services aimed at endowing robots
with cultural competence in verbal interaction, and we offer
preliminary insights about their integration with robots in real
scenarios.
Index Terms—Autonomous Conversation, Social Robots,
Human-Robot Interaction, Culture-Aware Technology

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the robotic domain, research on cultural factors has
mainly focused on non-verbal aspects such as facial expressions [1] [2], greeting gestures [3], and interpersonal distance
[4], which have been subjects of specific cross-cultural studies
involving robots and virtual agents. As a general outcome,
the results of these works suggest that cultural aspects may
affect the robot’s (or virtual agent’s) likeability, acceptance,
and persuasiveness, in the sense that people tend to prefer
an artificial agent that conforms to the social norms of their
own culture, both in the verbal and non-verbal behaviour.
However, although underlying the importance of blending
cultural factors into the Social Robotics domain, all the aforementioned approaches integrated a very small set of features
that distinguish cultures from each other, and little work has
been reported on how to build robots that can be easily adapted
to the cultural identity of the user.
The CARESSES project has represented the first attempt
to implement a robot that adapts its behavior according to
the cultural identity of the person with whom it interacts, in
terms of actions, actions’ parameters (e.g., social distance,
speech volume) [5], and dialogue patterns. In the context
of the project, the evaluation of whether and how a robot
using the CARESSES dialoguing framework is perceived as
culturally competent has been carried out in a six-month
experimental campaign, involving older persons belonging to
different cultural groups, their informal caregivers, and the
humanoid robot Pepper [6] [7].

Recently, the system has been refactored as Cloud services,
with the final aim of a general dialoguing framework for
culture-aware social robots. This abstract briefly summarizes
the key concepts of the system, also discussing its integration
with robots and artificial agents in real scenarios.
II. C LOUD S ERVICES FOR VERBAL INTERACTION
A. Conversational Framework
CARESSES has been conceived as a knowledge-driven,
conversational framework for culturally competent robots,
which relies on two core elements:
I An Ontology for storing all concepts of relevance,
cultural information and statistics, person-specific information and preferences;
II An algorithm for building culture-aware dialogue patterns, relying on I.
More in detail, the core of the framework is a Description
Logics Ontology, a formal representation of objects, concepts,
and other entities, assumed to exist in some area of interest,
and the relations that hold among them [8]. Knowledge
about concepts and their mutual relations are stored in the
terminological box (TBox) of the Ontology, while knowledge
that is specific to instances belonging to the domain is stored
in the assertional box (ABox). From an implementation perspective, the TBox is composed of classes and properties,
which include Data Properties, relating instances of a class
to literal data (e.g., strings, numbers), and Object Properties,
relating instances of a class to other instances; the ABox stores
instances of classes and instances of properties.
In the specific contexts, the Ontology is ideally divided in
three layers:
• A layer that stores the terminology (TBox) required to
represent all the information that may play a role in
a culture-aware conversation, but without being specific
for a given culture: beliefs, values, habits, preferences,
objects, norms, among the others.
• A layer that stores the assertions (ABox-I), required to
represent culture-specific information.
• A layer that stores the assertions (ABox-II) required
to represent the unique cultural identity, preferences,
social and physical environment of the assisted person.

Instances of this layer may encode the actual user’s
attitude about concepts, and they may be updated during
the verbal interaction by collecting his/her feedback, or
specific knowledge about the user (e.g., name, town of
residence) explicitly added during setup.
The dialogue tree is built starting from the Ontology structure: instances of the Ontology (i.e. of the ABox-I layer) are
seen as a conversation topic, i.e., a node of the tree. The
relation between topics is borrowed from the structure of the
Ontology: specifically, Object Properties and the hierarchical
relationships among instances, are analyzed to define the
branches of the dialogue tree. On the other side, sentences
or chunk of sentences possibly used during verbal interaction,
and the probability with which each node may be selected by
the system are encoded as Data Properties, in the ABox-I and
ABox-II layers.
Based on the dialogue tree, the policies for knowledgedriven conversation can be briefly summarized as follows [9].
Each time a user sentence is acquired:
1 A keyword-based Language Processing algorithm is
applied to check if the sentence may trigger one of the
topics in the tree.
2 If no topics are triggered, the conversation follows one of
the branches of the tree, depending on the probabilities
of each node.
3 Whatever node has been chosen, the system:
(i) proposes some of the corresponding sentences;
(ii) acquires the user’s feedback that can be used to
update the Ontology with user-specific instances
(ABox-II layer) and/or determine the next node to
move to.
B. Cloud Services
The conversational framework has been recently refactored
to offer a portfolio of Cloud services, having the possibility
of processing cultural information encoded in the Ontology
using remote computing services (including massively-parallel
computation), investigating collective learning strategies for
a run-time expansion of the knowledge base, and integrating
the framework with a wide range of robotic devices, such as
humanoid robots, table-top robots, smartphone applications,
and voice assistants.
Some aspects should be here remarked:
• The culture-aware Cloud services may easily work in
conjunction with existing Language Processing systems
(onboard or anyway integrated with the robot), with the
final aim of complementing them. In other words, the
developed Cloud services are not meant at substituting
the conversational capabilities that the robot is already
equipped with, but rather provide a backup plan whenever
onboard language processing techniques are not able to
interpret what the user is saying. Usually, in commercial products, the backup plan foresees a connection to
Wikipedia or other websites: the proposed Cloud services
provide a culturally competent alternative, allowing any

•

robot or system to talk with the user about thousand of
different topics.
The system produces a mixed-initiative verbal interaction
[9]: both the user and the robot can take the initiative
in leading the conversation. This is aimed at providing
dialogues that overcome the typical command-only barrier [10], which is the main limitation of home assistants
and most robotic systems, typically expecting a command
from the user (Robot, tell me the weather report!) which
is then reactively executed. On the opposite, the proposed Cloud services are able to produce rich goal- and
knowledge-driven dialogue patterns, making the robot
able to execute different kinds of speech acts [10].

On the implementation perspective, at first, the client program running on the robot is supposed to send all information
about the user: background culture, language, and personal
data, such as the first name and the family name. During
the interaction, sentences pronounced by the users should be
handled locally by a parallel mechanism, if they are directly
aimed at starting an activiy (e.g., Play some music, Show
me the weather report), or sent to the Cloud in case the
robot does not know how to reply. In this case, the user’s
sentence is analyzed on the Cloud side, and an appropriate
conversation topic is chosen: The Cloud takes the initiative
of the conversation: replying with a sentence that shows the
robot’s cultural awareness, or asking a question related to
the user’s attitude with respect to the current conversation
topic. After the user’s reply, the Ontology may be updated
depending on the feedback received, and the dialogue may
possibly continue by exploring the branches of the dialogue
tree more deeply, always taking into account the user’s cultural
identity, through a sequence of educated guesses.
Please notice that the user may also take back the initiative
at any moment, by saying something that triggers a different
conversation topic on the Cloud, or by directly asking for a
robot’s task.
III. I NTEGRATION WITH S OCIAL ROBOTS AND A RTICIFIAL
AGENTS
The culture-aware services have been already integrated
with four robotic platforms and devices: the Pepper humanoid
robot, realized by Softbank Robotics1 , Pillo, a robotic pill
dispenser with social abilities developed by Pillo Health2 ,
Professor Einstein, a small social robot developed by Hanson
Robotics3 , and a custom Android smartphone app (Figure 1).
Examples of the interaction of users with ths sytem may be
seen in the following videos4,5,6 . Concerning the integration
of the system with different robots, research work has been
focused on the following areas:
1 https://www.softbankrobotics.com/us/pepper
2 https://pillohealth.com
3 https://www.hansonrobotics.com/professor-einstein
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0at2oZt

rag

5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zfr1YUX6BJw
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhnVs-V2Ssg

and artificial agents. The framework has already proven to be
reliable, being integrated with different robots and devices,
and it has been used in a 6-months experimental campaign
involving older people belonging to different cultural groups
and the humanoid robot Pepper, giving positive insights about
the potentialities of these novel Cloud services.
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Fig. 1. The CARESSES Cloud services may be integrated with multiple
robots and devices. Currently, the humanoid robots Pepper and Professor
Einstein, the robotic pill dispenser Pillo and a custom Android application
have been connected to the conversational framework.
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This extended abstract briefly summarizes the recent work
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